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_________________________________________
WRIT 201: COLLEGE WRITING II
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
Fall 2021
__________________________________________________________________________________
Instructor: Sam McPhee
Ofﬁce: LA 115 Hours: MWF / 9-10 & by appt.
E-mail: sam.mcphee@umontana.edu
__________________________________________________________________________________
CHARTER
Writers, poets especially, have an odd relation to the public because their
medium, language, is not, like the paint of the painter or the notes of the
composer, reserved for their use but is the common property of the
linguistic community to which they belong. Lots of people are willing to
admit that they don’t understand painting or music, but very few indeed
who have been to school and learned to read advertisements will admit
that they don’t understand English.
—W.H. Auden
Always work (note, write) from your own interest, never from what you
think you should be noting, or writing. Trust your own interest. I have a
strong interest, at the moment, in Roman building techniques […] My
interest may pass. But for the moment I follow it and enjoy it, not
knowing where it will go.
Let your interest, and particularly what you want to write about, be
tested by time, not by other people—either real other people or imagined
other people.
—Lydia Davis
For the first couple years you make stuff, it’s just not that good. It’s trying
to be good, it has potential, but it’s not. But your taste, the thing that got
you into the game, is still killer. And your taste is why your work
disappoints you. A lot of people never get past this phase, they quit. Most
people I know who do interesting, creative work went through years of
this. We know our work doesn’t have this special thing that we want it to
have. We all go through this. And if you are just starting out or you are
still in this phase, you need to know that it’s normal, and that the most
important thing you can do is do a lot of work. Put yourself on a deadline
so that every week you will finish one story. It is only by going through a
volume of work that you will close that gap, and your work will become as
good as your ambitions.
—Ira Glass

DESCRIPTION
essay1
late 15th century (as a verb in the sense ‘test the quality of’): alteration of assay, by association
with Old French essayer, based on late Latin exagium ‘weighing’, from the base of exigere
‘ascertain, weigh’; the noun (late 16th century) is from Old French essai ‘trial’.
1) a short piece of writing on a particular subject.
2) an attempt or effort: a misjudged essay.
“A short piece of writing on a particular subject” is, for our purposes, not a terribly useful definition.
When I’m out walking and a “particular subject” comes to mind, what matters most to me is the nature
and possibility of an attempt. What is it that I want to explore? And, perhaps more importantly, how do I
want to explore it?
The essay form—as opposed to its variety of neighbors, like poetry, fiction, drama—is especially suited
to representations of thought, to the way the mind moves. What can’t an essay do? A successful essay
establishes its own rules, plays by them, breaks them, changes them, and toward whatever end the writer
likes.
WRIT 201 is an intensive study of the essay form, of its various genres and of some of its most expert
practitioners. In this course, you will write three original essays of your own—a personal narrative, a piece
of research, and a combination of the two—as well as a variety of smaller, stranger documents: you will
compose a recipe; you will rehabilitate a word; and you will give an unnamed experience a name.
It’s important to me that we all work from a very broad conception of what it means to be a writer.
Too often I think we divide up our our written tasks (though not without good reason, because we are
busy people) in the least interesting way possible. By way of analogy, the world is comprised of living and
non-living matter, the poetic and the prosaic—but what a banal feat of organization that is. And yet that is
precisely how we think of our own obligations and efforts as writers.
So, for this term, you are a writer, that is your occupation, and, as such, I want you to resist the
temptation to discriminate between forms: I want you to think of e-mails, notes, grocery lists as forms of
writing no less deserving of your creative attention than a love letter would be.

c/o Zadie Smith: “A writer’s personality is his manner of being in the world: his writing style is the
unavoidable trace of that manner. When you understand style in these terms, you don’t think of it as
merely a matter of fanciful syntax, or as the flamboyant icing atop a plain literary cake, nor as the
uncontrollable result of some mysterious velocity coiled within language itself. Rather, you see style as a
personal necessity, as the only possible expression of a particular human consciousness. Style is a writer’s
way of telling the truth. Literary success or failure, by this measure, depends not only on the refinement of
words on a page, but in the refinement of a consciousness, what Aristotle called the education of the
emotions.” &, “I write so that I might not sleepwalk through my life.”
TEXTS
1

Definition v. Etymology
!2

All required texts will be available as PDFs on our class Moodle page. I would love for you to print out
these readings, annotate them, and bring them with you to class, but you’re not required to do so. See
section down below titled “Commonplace Book.”
UM OBJECTIVES
—Learn and synthesize new concepts through writing
—Formulate and express opinions and ideas in essays
—Compose essays that are appropriate for a given audience or purpose
—Revise written work based on constructive feedback
—Find, evaluate, and use information effectively
—Demonstrate appropriate English language usage
ASSIGNMENTS & GRADES
(3) Essays (54 points)
Essay in the Epistolary Form | 5 double-spaced pages | Due: 10/4
We’ll look at a variety of epistolary essays this term (letterish essays), and we’ll talk about
why this form is so strange and interesting: in other words, what is most beguiling about
a letter. So, I’d like you to write a short memoir in the form of a letter. You’ll want to think
carefully about who it is you’ll write to; your choice of recipient is, I would argue, the most
important choice that you will make, more so, even, than whatever moment from your life
you choose to write about. For great examples of letters, see: “My Dungeon Shook” and
Plutarch’s “Consolation to His Wife.” For deeply personal, non-epistolary essays, have a
look at: “Searching for a Lost Odessa—and a Deaf Childhood,” “Do He Have Your
Number, Mr. Jeffrey,” and “Late Victorians.”
Research Essay | 5 double-spaced pages | Due: 11/1
For interesting examples in our syllabus, have a look at: “The Pandemic Doesn’t Have to
Be This Confusing,” “Bad News from Britain,” and “The Wreck of Time.” This essay
should not include anything to do with your personal experience, and should not, even,
include the pronoun “I.” Entirely built of research. This of yourself as a science writer, or
a reporter, or an historian. (Note: See section titled “University of Assessment” for further
requirements.)
Personal Essay w/ Research Component | 5 double-spaced pages | Due: 12/15
For this essay, I would like you to change your mind about something, and to give an
account of that change. For a wonderful example of a writer reflecting on a past change
of mind, have a look at “Some Notes on Attunement.” But what I’m asking you to do here
is something different, something dangerous: I’m asking for you to engineer a change of
mind, and to go from dislike to like; this is a one-way assignment. Perhaps you have a
strong distaste for the novels of Jane Austin, or perhaps you have, all your life, been
bored to nothing by tennis. Whatever it is, I want you to engineer, in one way or another,
as genuine a change of mind as possible. What I like about this assignment, in addition to
its fundamental challenge, is that it asks you to write an essay with your life, to take
action that you know you will then write about, and then to write about it. This means, of
course, that the quality of your essay will be determined by two things: what you do, to
change your mind, the lengths that you go to, and then how well you write about it.

(3) Documents (18 points)
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Recipe | 500 words | Due: 9/20
Here is a definition from utility: a recipe is an itemized list of ingredients, followed by a
set of instructions that detail the correct arrangement of those ingredients. What I’d like
you to do is broaden this definition by composing a brief portrait of a loved around a
recipe. I want your portrait to do two things: it must 1) portray a loved one, and 2) include
both ingredients and instructions. The recipe you choose would ideally have something to
do with the loved one you chose. For great examples, see “Recipe 1” and “Recipe 2” in
Moodle. The first of these is a poetic take on the assignment, and the second of these, no
less beautiful, is a more straightforward take. See also: “The First Session”—from Robert
Farrar Capon’s unclassifiable memoir, Supper of the Lamb—which we’ll discuss in class.
Rehabilitation of a Word | 500 words | Due: 10/18
A writer looks for the best word, and for that best word to enchant the page, and to be
enchanted by it. But what does it mean for a word to be enchanted? I’m thinking here of
words as diverse and as disenchanted as hope, environment, community—three words
that have grown old and dim and which, if we are ever to use them effectively again, will
need to be rehabilitated, or re-enchanted. How you rehab your chosen word I will
ultimately leave up to you. Your effort should include two parts: a diagnosis (basically, an
explanation of why you think the word you’ve chosen needs repair) and a cure (which can
take an infinite number of forms). Know that we’ll talk about this assignment in advance,
so you’ll have every chance to ask questions, and to hear what others are thinking about.
Naming the World | 500 words | Due: 11/15
As writers, we work with language and with experience. To have any sense of what a best
word might be, we will first—obviously—need to have some sense of our own experience
(a category which I take to include research we may have collected). You have a what and
a how, content and form, substance and style. So, for this assignment, I’d like you to
think of the last time when you found yourself without a necessary word. I don’t mean
that you found yourself at a loss for words, which is a common if not constant human
predicament; I’m thinking instead about a more concrete sort of encounter with… with an
absence. Should there be an exact word for the experience of having a small rock stuck in
your shoe? Or for the particular melancholy that follows the finishing of a beloved novel?
Or what about the particular silence of a car’s engine after a long drive? Is that a thing?
the question goes. Well, if it is, does it warrant a name? The name you create and give to
whatever unnamed thing should be informed by etymology. We’ll talk more about this
requirement later in the term.
Formatting:
Name
WRIT 201
Due Date
Word Count
Title
Be sure to use a 12 pt. serif typeface, something like Times or Georgia. Also,
double-spaced text, 1” margins, and page numbers.
Late Work: Except in the case of documented circumstances, no late work will be accepted. To avoid
losing work due to a crash, consider signing up for Dropbox, or some other cloud service. If an assignment
must be turned in late, if we’ve come to an agreement about why and when, please do not e-mail it to me.
Bring it to our next class period in hardcopy.
Final Portfolio (10)
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Your final portfolio should include:

—1-page reflection on the revisions made to Essays 1 & 2;
—revisions of Essays 1 & 2;
—Essay 3;
—newly-printed copies of Documents 1, 2, and 3
—your commonplace book

Conversation (10 points)
Come to class having read and thought about each author’s work. How good a class this is will largely
depend on two things: how well you read the assigned poems, novels, and essays, and how willing you are
to talk, and to listen and respond to, with genuine interest, the thoughts of your peers.
I may, from time to time, give you very, very short writing assignments, pieces you will bring with you
to class. The two that I have in mind, and which you’ll find due dates for in our schedule, are a sentencewriting exercise, titled Davis’s sentence exercise and the other is titled 3 Etymologies.
I want you to know that I am genuinely interested in what you have to say, and that when you are not
in class, I do wonder where you are. Because much of this class is about engagement with not just our
texts, but with each other, and with each other’s interpretations of those texts, it is important that you
come to class having completed the assigned reading.
Commonplace Book (8 points)
Please purchase for this assignment as attractive (and durable) a notebook as you can find. Absolutely no
spirals. In this notebook you will be taking detailed reading notes. Any line that strikes you from any of
our assigned essays, copy it down.
Bring this notebook with you to every class. It is a record of
your reading experience, the heat, in a manner of speaking. You
are of course free to print each week’s readings and bring them to
class with you, too, in addition to your notebook, but such printing
is not required. I am very interested in the quality of your reading,
of your attention. Bringing detailed, beautiful notes to class in
place of underlined or neoned Xeroxes will, I think, I hope,
challenge and encourage each of us to read in a way that is not at
all consumptive. I want to slow us down. If you are already a slow
reader, go slower. We are all of us inhabitants of a university, the
very place where we are so often asked to read very poorly, for
survival. We burn through however many words, because those
words must be glimpsed in order to be spoken. In this class, think
of your reading as a protest against a consumptive sort of practice.
Keeping a commonplace book will help you do this. It may also endow our conversations with a wild,
lovely erudition. Speaking forth from beautiful little books, those finely curated records of all that we have
appreciated about whatever particular essay, may set such an enigmatic tone for a conversation.
As a rule, I’d like you to copy down at minimum 10 sentences a week, from whatever we are reading—
fine, lovely specimens. You can expect me to ask for a few beloved sentences to be read aloud each class.
You will turn in this journal at the end of the semester along with your final portfolio.
GRADES II
Essays
A Superior essays will demonstrate initiative and rhetorical sophistication that go beyond the
requirements. An essay at this level is composed of clear, well-edited prose, and in which contains a clear,
original thesis that the writer supports with textual evidence. In subsequent drafts, the writer
demonstrates an ability to analyze the work, reflect on it, and revise according.
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B Strong essays demonstrate a clarity of purpose; in sum, all the major pieces are there and functioning
well, with no need for major revisions. The writer is able to reflect meaningfully on the first draft and
make some thoughtful choices about revision.
C Coherent essays meet the basic standards set for the assignment, yet the writing would benefit a great
deal from further revisions—of purpose, evidence, writing style/mechanics, perhaps of all three.
D Weak essays do not fully meet the basic standards set for the assignment. Brief and underdeveloped,
these essays show a composing process that is not yet elaborated or reflective of a sufficiently thoughtful
reading of the relevant text. Essays generally require extensive revisions to purpose, development, and/or
style and mechanics.
F Unacceptable essays are fundamentally unclear, showing little to no effort on the writer’s part. No thesis
presented. Style and mechanics are in tatters. An essay will also earn an F if it is not the writer’s original
work, either if the words presented belong to another writer, or if the words were submitted, for credit, in
a previous class.
PARTICIPATION
A The student shows initiative and excellence in written and verbal work; helps to create more effective
class discussions through verbal and written contributions; engagement with peers is thoughtful, specific,
insightful, and original.
B Student demonstrates active engagement in written and verbal work; plays an active role in the
classroom but does not always add original insight to the discussion. Reading and writing assignments are
always completed on time and with attention to detail. Interaction with peers is tactful, specific, and
helpful.
C Student demonstrates consistent, satisfactory written and verbal work. Overall, the student is prepared
for class, completes assigned readings and writings, and contributes to class discussions. Reading and
writing assignments are completed on time.
D Student demonstrates inconsistent written and verbal work. Often, the student may be late to class,
unprepared, and may contribute infrequently or unproductively to classroom discussions or small group
workshops. Reading and writing assignments are not turned in or are insufficient. Contributions to class
discussions do not show evidence of thought engagement with the assigned reading.
F Student produces ineffectual written and verbal work. The student may be excessively late to class,
regularly unprepared, and not able to contribute to classroom discussions. This student may be disruptive
in class. Reading and writing assignments are regularly not turned in or completed incorrectly.
CLASS POLICIES
Excused Absences: I may excuse absences for reasons of illness,* injury, family emergency, religious
observance, cultural or ceremonial events, or participation in a University sponsored activity. (University
sponsored activities include for example, field trips, ASUM service, music or drama performances, and
intercollegiate athletics.) I will excuse absences for reasons of military service or mandatory public
service; please provide appropriate documentation (see below).
Cultural or ceremonial leave allows excused absences for cultural, religious, and ceremonial purposes
to meet the student’s customs and traditions or to participate in related activities. To receive an
authorized absence for a cultural, religious or ceremonial event the student or their advisor (proxy) must
submit a formal written request to the instructor. This must include a brief description (with inclusive
dates) of the cultural event or ceremony and the importance of the student’s attendance or participation.
Authorization for the absence is subject to approval by the instructor. Appeals may be made to the Chair,
Dean or Provost. The excused absence or leave may not exceed five academic calendar days (not including
weekends or holidays). Students remain responsible for completion or make-up of assignments as defined
in the syllabus, at the discretion of the instructor.
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Students in the National Guard or Reserves are permitted excused absences due to military training.
Students must submit their military training schedule to their instructor at the beginning of the semester.
Students must also make arrangements with the instructor to make up course work for absences due to
military service.
Except in the case of unusual or agreed-upon circumstances, each class you miss beyond (4) will lower
your final grade by 1/3 of a letter—an A- drops to a B+. Keep in mind, also, that you will not receive a
passing grade if you miss more than (6) classes. Further details below.
*COVID-19: All students and teachers at UM are required to wear masks while in class. Please do not
congregate outside our classroom before or after class. Please maintain and respect physical distance.
Drinking liquids and eating food is not allowed within the classroom because doing so requires masks to
be removed. Above all, please stay home if you feel sick and/or if you are exhibiting symptoms of
COVID-19, or if anyone in your household is showing symptoms. If you are sick or think that you might
be, please contact Curry Health Center at (406) 243-4330.
Academic Honesty: “All students must practice academic honesty. Academic misconduct is subject to an
academic penalty by the course instructor and/or a disciplinary sanction by the University. All students
need to be familiar with the Student Conduct Code: http://www.umt.edu/vpsa/policies/
student_conduct.php.”
Cell Phones & Laptops: If during class you receive, or know in advance that you will receive, an important
or difficult text message, please excuse yourself from class to sort out your response. Nothing good comes
from texting during class. Your focus is taken up, as is, very likely, the focus of your neighbor, and I am
always aware when a phone comes out, especially when every effort is made to keep that phone a secret.
You are welcome to use a laptop to keep notes, but two thoughts in response: 1) there is a vast body of
literature which details the positive, cognitive benefits of taking notes by hand; 2) laptops are frenetic
things, and the Internet is strobing billboard.
*University Assessment: WRIT 201 is an Approved Writing course, and, as such, requires your
participation in the University-wide Program-level Assessment (UPWA). You will need to submit an
electronic copy of major writing assignment—in our case, the second of your three essays—stripped of
your personal information to be used for educational research and assessment of the writing program.
Your papers will be stored in a database. This assessment in no way affects either your grade or your
progression at the university.
ACCOMODATIONS
Ofﬁce of Disability Equity: “The Office of Disability Equity, formerly known as Disability Services for
Students, ensures that programs at the University of Montana are accessible and usable by students with
disabilities. Access is a civil right; therefore, reasonable modifications must be made. A “one-size-fits-all”
approach is not a sound response to students with disabilities who are seeking appropriate modifications.
Therefore, our staff works with each student individually and modifications are provided on a case-bycase basis.”
FALL SCHEDULE
Note: What follows is a schedule of due dates; we will be discussing “Unforgettable People,” for example,
on 9/1, so please come to class on that day have read and thought about Kunikida Doppo’s work.
+

PART 1

8/30

Introductions & Metaphors

9/1

“Unforgettable People” by Kunikida Doppo
“The Decisive Moment” by Henri Cartier-Bresson
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9/6

No Class: Labor Day

9/8

After Life (dir. Koreeda Hirokazu)
“Out the Window” by Donald Hall
“Searching for a Lost Odessa—and a Deaf Childhood” by Ilya Kaminsky

9/13

“Clock” by Sara Hendren
“Off Diamond Head” by William Finnegan

9/15

“Blindness” by Jorge Luis Borges
“Seeing” by Annie Dillard

9/20

Due: Recipe
“Total Eclipse” by Annie Dillard
“The First Session” by Robert Farrar Capon
“A Perfect Game” by David Bentley Hart

9/22

“Dear Hattie Ann” by Virginia Churchill
“To My Old Master” by Frederick Douglass
“My Dungeon Shook” by James Baldwin
Plutarch’s Consolation to His Wife
+Selected Letters

+

PART 2

9/27

No Class

9/29

Due: Davis’s sentence exercise
“Revising One Sentence” by Lydia Davis

10/4

Due: Epistolary Essay
“Walking While Black” by Garnette Cadogan
“Frame of Reference” by John McPhee

10/6

“Late Victorians” by Richard Rodriguez

10/11

“A Most American Terrorist” by Rachel Kaadzi Gansah
“The Pandemic Doesn’t Have to Be This Confusing” by Ed Yong
“Bad News from Britain” by Marilynne Robinson

10/13

“The Done Thing” by James Alan McPherson
“Ain’t I a Woman” by Sojourner Truth

10/18

Due: Rehabilitation of a Word
“The Wreck of Time” by Annie Dillard
“A Presentation of Whales” by Barry Lopez

10/20

“The Really Big One” by Kathryn Schulz

+

PART 3

10/25

“Some Notes on Attunement” & “Fascinated by Presume” by Zadie Smith
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10/27

“Books and Islands” by Louise Erdrich
“What Is the History of Audiobooks?” by Matthew Rubery

11/1

Due: Research Essay
No Class: Conferences

11/3

No class: Conferences

11/8

Excerpts from A Pattern Language by Christopher Alexander

11/10

Due: 3 Etymologies (2 real, 1 fake)

+

PART 4

11/15

Due: Naming the World

11/17

“The Image-World” by Susan Sontag
Excerpts from The Biographical Dictionary of Film by David Thomson

11/22
11/24

Essay Workshops
No Class: Thanksgiving

11/29

“Do He Have Your Number, Mr. Jeffrey?” by Gayle Pemberton
“Why I Stopped Hating Shakespeare” by James Baldwin

12/1

Paragraph Workshops

12/6
12/8

In class: Sara Hendren’s 2016 Eyeo Lecture
tba

12/15

Change of Mind/Final Portfolio: Please leave your portfolio and commonplace
book in the “WRIT 201” box outside my office door before 3 PM.

Our syllabus and schedule are subject to change, in order to meet the needs of our class. I will be sure to
confirm, at the start or end of each class, the following class’s assignments: readings, writings, etc. Please
be sure to exchange contact information with a peer (or two), so that if you miss a class you have someone
who can inform you of any revisions that may have been made to our schedule.
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